**Blue Kohl**

1 lump of material - bright blue!

Diam. 2.0 x 2.0 x 1.3 cm.

---

**Drawn by:** [Signature]

**Leaf:**
Blue Cosmetic Substance

Fragment of unknown sized original cake.

This is a slab of a powder blue crumbly substance, probably cosmetic.

PL 4.2 cm
PW 2.35 cm
Th. 0.8 cm
K99 S5
WE 3.2.032
Loc WE32011 = subson.B Arab

Alabaster vessel fragment

Single piece of wall, broken on all sides.

p.H. 7.9
Th 16

Translucent yellow white alabaster, smoothed inside & out. Natural imperfection in stone of horizontal white striation.
Alabama Piedmont Disc Fragment

1/4 preserved.

Alabama disc fragment. Top surface is well smoothed with a sharp 90° edge at interior hole. A tapered edge on ext. rim.

The base is rougher & to flat with a recessed section close to the hole.

PL 5.3 cm. PW 3.4 cm. PTH 0.8 cm.

Est. Diam: 8.0 cm.
Est. central hole Diam - 3.0 cm.

05/28/86 - Tom M.
RNS
Alabaster Alabastron

Incomplete: Rim, neck & shoulder preserved.
An alabaster alabastron with an out turned rim.

PH: 4.4 cm
Est. Dia. Rim: 7 cm
Th: 0.75 cm
Est. O. mouth: 2.5

Single frag prw n
1/2 circ rim
Brk of neck
Clipped accross end of rim
Alabaster Base
Fragment of a vessel.
Flat base of an alabaster vessel
PH 2.1 cm
PT 4.3 cm
Est. Diam 8 cm
PW 2.8 cm
Th 0.6 cm

Small Fragment of a Vase
Curved Base

Diagram of vessel fragment.
A lalabarsh Alabaster

Body shard of a tapered conical vessel; translucent. Two tones—beige to pale yellow.
Fragment thinner on one side.

PH: 10.0 cm
Max W: 5.4 cm
Th: 1.1 - 0.8 cm

*Image of a sketch showing the dimensions and features of the artifact.*

Drawn by: [Signature]

Leaf: [Signature]
Alabaster Vessel

Flat base & cylindrical wall frag of alabaster vessel

The wall of the vessel shows at least 3 sections: 1. The stone cream - brown-white.

- Est diam base 6 cm
- PH 3.4 cm
- Th. 1.0 cm - 0.5 cm

![Diagram of alabaster vessel structure]
Loc. CB 48 007
Stone Bowl
Granite?

Material: Coarse, streaked, dioritic-graywacke
Large, shallow stone mortars with stem and handle, large, round spout.

The large spout has a groove along its radius axis and the remains on one side of a decorative carv motif.

Exterior is highly polished - though use? wear? very thin but wide neck base. Lightly heated after use.

Complete profile, thin, portion of circumference on half of decorative spout in lower right.

//BASSEPOLIS
Stone Bowls
Stone Bowl with Relief Decoration

1 white stone bowl bs; decoration of circle of overlap.
- overlap - rectangles.

L 11.4 cm
W. 9.5 cm
Th: 1.0 cm - 0.7 cm
Possible small furniture leg?

Stone is white & crystalline - perhaps quartzite.

Tubular shape tapering slightly to one end which has a constriction before a widening at the end which is preserved.

PL 15.2 cm
Max P diam 4.9 cm
Diam preserved end 4.2 cm

Veined at bottom and with weathered surface on bottom.

Two small bosses on either side towards bottom show unfinished probably broken before finishing.

Stool leg?
Limestone Doric Capital Fragment

1/2 of a Doric capital with height from necking up to base of shafts preserved

PH 25.0 cm
Width 29.0 cm
Depth 18.0 cm

cf. K085021
Limestone Doric Capital
largely intact - complete profile

H: 25.0 cm.
Dunm Drum 43.0 cm.
Above Dimensions 55.0 x 55.0 cm.

Cf. K085007